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The Foothills Art Association’s first meeting of the New Year is on Thursday, January 9th (2-4 pm)  

when watercolorist Gabriel Stockton will be the demonstrating artist. 

Below, Gabriel tells us about himself in his own words.  

 “Drawing and painting have always been common place in my life. Throughout my adolescence I would do works of art in 

the car, at dinner, during church and in many hours in solitude. All kinds of colorful paint were within arm’s reach at my mother’s 

ceramic studio, aka “the garage.” I had a constant encouragement to stay in my creative element from friends, family members, 

and many others that would come across my path. As a child, my mother regularly took me to the Bakersfield Museum of Art to 

participate in drawing and painting classes. As I grew in both age and ability, I found great success in junior high and high school 

art classes, receiving awards and being invited on special trips to different museums and art schools. In my senior year, I was elect-

ed in my high school year book as “Most likely to be a successful Artist.” Long hours were spent in my bungalow at home creating 

artworks in mixed-media, such as self-portraits, figure drawings, and animated cartoons. Many times, I would take long walks with 

a sketchbook capturing the urban downtown life of home, and on occasion during summer visits to my father’s farm in Oregon, 

would have opportunity to draw the beautiful countryside and livestock. My accumulated educational journey truly has the ap-

pearance of the adventures of a traveling transfer student, and is listed as follows: Bakersfield Community College, CA, The Art 

Academy of Cincinnati, OH and Lane Community College, OR.  

 “Given the variety of mediums I have learned over the years, I placed my concentrated focus on watercolor mastery, 

sharpening my craft through continued education classes, workshops, paint-outs and with God’s help. I currently live and teach in 

San Diego, CA and I am a member of the San Diego Watercolor Society.”  

Gabriel Describes his Process as a En Plein Air Painter  

 “Before I even begin to paint I ask a series of questions by looking around for the story that’s happening and discovering 

the art within it. Inspirations and experiences bring thoughts to mind, often yielding to spend more time looking than painting. 

Then a thumbnail sketch on rough cold press paper. Images begin to form on the surface and watery paint is loaded to the brush 

in my hand. Eye catching granulated layers of transparent paint began to form and give rich depth of color. Using four to ten col-

ors I mix primary and complement colors together on 100% rag paper. Values and composition are established for impactful im-

agery. Lastly, I add some form of movement and/or people… things that give life to the painting.  

 “Boredom doesn’t come often being in my creative spirit, as there is so much to paint and so many ways to do so. If we 

just take one step outside with our backpack full of paints and brushes, our beautiful sunny San Diego provides a 

wealth of inspiration for painting.”   

You may contact Gabriel at www.zhibit.org/Gabriel Stockton 

 


